Abstract We answer three related questions concerning the Haagerup subfactor and its even parts, the Haagerup fusion categories. Namely we find all simple module categories over each of the Haagerup fusion categories (in other words, we find the "quantum subgroups" in the sense of Ocneanu), we find all subfactors whose principal even part is one of the Haagerup fusion categories, and we compute the Brauer-Picard groupoid of Morita equivalences of the Haagerup fusion categories. In addition to the two even parts of the Haagerup subfactor, there is exactly one more fusion category which is Morita equivalent to each of them. This third fusion category has six simple objects and the same fusion rules as one of the even parts of the Haagerup subfactor, but has not previously appeared in the literature. We also find the full lattice of intermediate subfactors for every subfactor whose even part is one of these three fusion categories, and we discuss how our results generalize to Izumi subfactors.
Introduction
The Haagerup subfactor is a finite-depth subfactor with index
; this is the smallest index above 4 for any finite depth subfactor. Its even parts are two fusion categories. We will call the fusion category with four simple objects H 1 and the one with six simple objects H 2 .
Given a fusion category C , one important structural question is to understand all quantum subgroups of C in the sense of Ocneanu [Ocn02] . That is we wish to understand all simple module categories over C (by simple we mean semisimple and indecomposable). The reason for the name "quantum subgroup" is that when C is the category of G-modules for a finite group G then the simple module categories correspond to the subgroups H ⊂ G together with some additional cohomological data [Ost03b] . When C is a fusion category coming from quantum su 2 at a root of unity, then the quantum subgroups are given by the ADE Dynkin diagrams. (See [Ocn88, Ocn99, BEK00] for this result in subfactor language, and [KO02, Ost03a, EO04] for the translation of these results into the language of fusion categories and module categories.) Ocneanu has announced the classification of quantum subgroups of the fusion categories coming from quantum su 3 and su 4 [Ocn02] (see [EP09a, EP09b] for details in the su 3 case). In this paper we find all quantum subgroups of H 1 and H 2 . One might think of the results of this paper as analogous to finding the subgroups of a sporadic finite simple group. Theorem 1.1 There are exactly three quantum subgroups of each of H 1 and H 2 . The quantum subgroups of H 1 have the following graphs for fusion with the object of dimension
The quantum subgroups of H 2 have the following graphs for fusion with one of the objects of dimension
The graphs in the above theorem are analogous to the ADE Dynkin diagrams for quantum subgroups of quantum su 2 .
Understanding all quantum subgroups of C also allows us to answer several other important structural questions about C . A subfactor whose principal even part is C is roughly the same thing as a simple algebra object in C (see Section 2.17 and [Lon94, LR97, Müg03, Yam04] ). All simple algebra objects in C can be realized as the internal endomorphisms of a simple object in some module category over C [Ost03a] . Hence we can use our classification of quantum subgroups to describe all subfactors whose even parts are H 1 or H 2 (this generalizes the GHJ subfactors [GdlHJ89] constructed from the quantum subgroups of quantum su 2 ). Theorem 1.2 There are exactly 7 subfactors of the hyperfinite II 1 factor whose principal even part is H 1 . These subfactors have the following principal graphs, dual principal graphs, and indices. 
7+
√ 13 2 Theorem 1.3 There are exactly 4 subfactors of the hyperfinite II 1 factor whose principal even part is H 2 . These subfactors have the following principal graphs, dual principal graphs, and indices. Note that for several of the subfactors in the above lists the dual subfactor does not appear on either list. This is because for these subfactors the dual even part is not H 1 nor H 2 . Instead it is a new fusion category, which we call H 3 . Theorem 1.4 The (higher) Morita equivalence class of H 1 consists of exactly three fusion categories: H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 . The fusion category H 3 has six objects, three of dimension 1 and three of dimension
, and the same fusion ring as H 2 . The fusion category H 3 has exactly three quantum subgroups, the fusion graphs for these quantum subgroups (with respect to any of the 3+ √ 13 2 dimensional objects) are:
3
Furthermore, H 3 appears as the even part of exactly four subfactors whose principal graphs, dual principal graphs, and indices are listed below.
+
√ 13
The fusion category H 3 mentioned above is new. It can be described most succinctly as the category of (1 + α + α 2 )-bimodule objects in H 2 where α and α 2 are the nontrivial invertible objects in H 2 . It can also be described via an intermediate subfactor construction. Namely, consider the Haagerup subfactor, and then look at the reduced subfactor constructed from the middle vertex of the principal graph. This subfactor has three invertible objects at depth 2 and thus has an intermediate of index 3. The other intermediate subfactor has H 3 as one of its even parts.
Note that although the fusion categories H 2 and H 3 have the same Grothendieck rings, they are not the only fusion categories with this Grothendieck ring. In particular both fusion categories have non-unitary Galois conjugates. Furthermore according to [EG10] there may be unitary fusion categories which differ from H 2 by twisting by a class in H 3 (Z/3Z, C * ) which are not Morita equivalent to H 2 (since their centers would have different modular invariants). The classification of all fusion categories whose Grothendieck ring agrees with that of H 2 remains an interesting open question (which was suggested to us by Pavel Etingof).
The Brauer-Picard groupoid of a fusion category C has points for every fusion category D which is Morita equivalent to C and an arrow for every Morita equivalence between C and D (up to equivalence of bimodule categories). The Brauer-Picard groupoid is important in understanding the extension theory of C [ENOE09] , and is essentially the same as Ocneanu's notion of "maximal atlas." Morita equivalences between C and D correspond to a choice of module category over C and a choice of isomorphism between D and C * M up to inner automorphism of D . Thus understanding Morita equivalences requires understanding the module categories and the outer automorphisms of C and its Morita equivalent categories. Theorem 1.5 The Brauer-Picard groupoid of H 1 has three objects H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , and between any two (not necessarily distinct) of these there is exactly one Morita equivalence. In particular, none of the H i has an outer automorphism.
The main technique of this paper is to move back-and-forth between algebra objects and module categories to exploit the richer combinatorial structure of the former and the richer algebraic structure of the latter.
In Section 2 we recall some background information on fusion categories, module categories, algebra objects, and subfactors. In Section 3 we find all fusion categories Morita equivalent to the Haagerup fusion categories, and classify all algebra objects in and module categories over these fusion categories. In Section 4 we find the full intermediate subfactor lattices for all subfactors arising from the quantum subgroups of the Haagerup fusion categories. In Section 5 we show that the outer automorphisms groups of the Haagerup fusion categories are trivial and compute the Brauer-Picard groupoid. In Section 6 we discuss how our results generalize to the Izumi subfactors, in particular the Izumi subfactor corresponding to Z/5Z.
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Background

Translating between fusion category language and subfactor language
The goal of this subsection is to explain how to translate between fusion category language and subfactor language. It is a cheat sheet for the rest of the background section, and we hope that it will enable people who are only familiar with one of the languages to understand the rest of the paper. The key point is that if you have a subfactor N ⊂ M then you have a tensor category of all N -N bimodules together with an algebra M which can be thought of as an N -N bimodule. Thus subfactors roughly correspond to algebra objects in tensor categories.
The table below should be taken with three caveats, two of them technical and one of them important. First, since factors are C * algebras, the corresponding tensor categories are always unitary and one may need to impose certain compatibility conditions with the * -structure. Second, the word "fusion" means "finite depth" in the context of subfactors, so for infinite depth subfactors you should relax the adjective "fusion." The important caveat will be explained below.
Subfactors
Fusion categories N ⊂ M
A fusion category C with an algebra object A The standard invariant The 2-category consisting of all 1-1, 1-A, A-1, and A-A bimodule objects in C together with a choice of 1-morphism A as an A-1 bimodule Principal even part C Odd part
The collection of A-modules (called M ) as a right module category over C Dual even part
The dual fusion category C * M , or equivalently the fusion category of A-A bimodules. The principal graphs
The fusion graphs for tensoring with A Q-system Algebra object Tensoring odd objects Internal Hom
Now for the important caveat. Notice that subfactors always correspond to a category theoretic construction together with a choice of object A. Furthermore, notice that the category of all N -N bimodules is quite large and unwieldy. Thus, in subfactor theory, one always restricts to the subcategory tensor generated by A. However, once you fix a fusion subcategory inside all N -N bimodules (as we do throughout this paper), it then becomes unnatural to look only at the subcategory tensor generated by A. Much of the power of this paper comes from using constructions which are natural on the fusion category side, but somewhat unnatural on the subfactor side because the Q-system doesn't tensor generate. For example, if you look at the algebra object 1 inside C , then the category of all 1-1 bimodules is C itself, but the corresponding subfactor is trivial. We will often prove the uniqueness of a nontrivial Q-system by proving the uniqueness of a simpler Q-system which doesn't tensor generate. To our knowledge, these arguments do not correspond to any arguments already appearing in the subfactor literature.
Fusion categories, module categories, and bimodule categories
In this subsection we sketch the definitions of fusion categories, module categories, bimodule categories, outer automorphisms and the Brauer-Picard groupoid. For more details see [ENO05, Ost03a, ENOE09] .
Definition 2.3 [ENO05]
A fusion category over C is a C-linear rigid semisimple monoidal category with finitely many simple objects (up to isomorphism) and finite-dimensional morphism spaces, such that the identity object is simple.
Recall that a monoidal functor F : C → D is a pair a functor F together with a binatural transformation σ X,Y :
satisfying a certain naturality condition with the associator. Somewhat nonstandardly we call an invertible monoidal functor an isomorphism (or an automorphism if it is an endofunctor) rather than an "equivalence." The main reason for this is that we want to avoid confusion with Morita equivalence, also it is harmless since the usual definition of "isomorphism" in category theory is well-known to be useless. An automorphism is called inner if it is given by conjugation by an invertible object. The group of outer automorphisms is the quotient of the group of all automorphisms by the subgroup of inner automorphisms.
The Grothendieck ring or fusion ring of a fusion category is the Grothendieck group of the fusion category (that is formal differences of objects modulo the natural relations) with multiplication by tensor product.
Definition 2.4 [ENO05]
A dimension function is an assignment of a complex number to every object of C which is multiplicative under tensor product and additive under direct sum. There is a unique dimension function which sends all non-zero objects to a positive real number, called the Frobenius-Perron dimension. It assigns to each object X the Frobenius-Perron eigenvalue of the matrix of left multiplication by [X] in the Grothendieck ring.
Definition 2.5 [Ost03a, Def. 6] A left module category over C is a C-linear category M together with a biexact bifunctor ⊗ : C × M → M and natural associtivity and unit isomorphisms satisfying certain coherence conditions. A right module category over C and a C -D bimodule category are defined similarly.
As with fusion categories, a functor of module categories is a functor of the underlying category together with a binatural transformation c X,M : 
is the (unique up to unique isomoprhism) object of C which represents the functor X → Hom(X ⊗ M 1 , M 2 ).
As you might expect given the name, you can compose internal Homs:
Definition 2.8 Given a semisimple fusion category C and a semisimple module category M , we can define the Frobenius-Perron dimension of objects in
One important notion in the theory of rings and modules is that of Morita equivalence. The collection of all Morita equivalences naturally forms a 3-groupoid. We can think of it as just a groupoid by modding out by equivalences of bimodule categories.
Definition 2.10 The Brauer-Picard groupoid of a fusion category C has points for every D which is Morita equivalent to C and an arrow for every Morita equivalence between C and D (up to equivalence of bimodule categories).
The Brauer-Picard groupoid is important in understanding the extension theory of C [ENOE09] .
If R is a ring and M is an R-module, then putting an R-S bimodule structure on M is the same as giving a map of rings S → End R (M ). Furthermore, M is invertible if and only if the corresponding map is an isomorphism. Two such bimodules are equivalent if and only if the two maps S → End R (M ) differ by conjugation by an invertible element in S . Hence a Morita equivalence between R and S corresponds (non-canonically) to a pair consisting of an R-module M whose commutant is S and an outer automorphism of S . The above result is important because it allows us to easily count the number of Morita equivalences between two categories. In particular, we will prove that H 2 has exactly three module categories and that their duals are H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 . It follows that the number of Morita equivalences between H 2 and H i is just the number of outer automorphisms of H i . Thus, the number of outer automorphisms is the same for each of the H i . In particular, we will prove that there are no nontrivial outer automorphisms of H 2 and thus that there are no nontrivial outer automorphisms of H 1 and H 3 . Hence, using the same counting argument again, there is exactly one module category over each of the H i whose dual is each of the H j .
Algebra objects
In this subsection we sketch the definition of an algebra object in a fusion category and the relationship between algebra objects and module categories. For more details see [Ost03a, §3] .
Definition 2.12 An algebra object in a fusion category C is an object A together with a unit morphism 1 → A and a multiplication morphism A ⊗ A → A satisfying the usual compatibility relations (associativity, left unit, right unit).
A left module object over A is defined in the obvious way, namely it is an object M together with a morphism A ⊗ M → M satisfying the usual compatibility relations. Similarly we can define a right module object over an algebra A, and an A-B bimodule object over two algebras.
A particularly important example of an algebra object is the internal endomorphisms Hom(M, M ) with composition as the algebra structure. The unit structure comes from the identity morphism from M to M via the definition of the internal hom.
Note that if A is an algebra object in C then the category of left A-modules in C is a right C -module category. Similarly the category of right A-modules in C is a left C -module category. A key theorem of Ostrik's gives a converse to this fact.
Theorem 2.13 [Ost03a, Theorem 1] Let M be a simple left (resp. right) module category over a fusion category C and let X be any simple object in M , then M is equivalent as a module category to the category of right (resp. left) Hom(X, X) modules in C .
Note that a simple algebra A is the internal endomorphisms of itself as an Amodule, so the simple algebras in C are precisely the Hom(X, X) for X in some simple module category over C .
Definition 2.14 We call a simple algebra object A in C minimal if its FrobeniusPerron dimension is minimal among all Hom(X, X) where X varies over simple objects in the category of right A-modules.
Corollary 2.15 Every simple module category can be realized as the category of modules over a minimal algebra object.
If X is an invertible object in a fusion category C , then conjugation by X gives an automorphism of the fusion category C . Thus if A is an algebra object, then so is X ⊗ A⊗ X * (here the multiplication is just given by contracting the middle X * ⊗ X and then multiplying in A).
Lemma 2.16
If C is a fusion category, A is an algebra object, and X is an invertible object, then the category of left (resp. right) A-modules and the category of left (resp. right) X ⊗ A ⊗ X * -modules are isomorphic as right (resp. left) module categories.
Proof The functor is given by V → X ⊗ V (resp. V → V ⊗ X * ) where the action of X ⊗ A ⊗ X * on X ⊗ V is given by contracting the middle factor and then acting A on V . The binatural transformation is just given by the associator
Thus in order to classify all simple module categories it is enough to classify minimal algebra objects A up to inner automorphism. This result is useful because H 2 has several invertible objects.
As pointed out to us by the referee, Lemma 2.16 does not hold for arbitrary automorphisms of C . For example, if C is the category of G-graded vector spaces and A is the group ring of H ⊂ G, then any subgroup conjugate to H gives the same module category (namely Vec(G/H)), while outer automorphisms (either coming from outer automorphisms of G itself, or coming from a nontrivial 2-cocycle) typically give a different module category. In the special case where G is abelian (so Vec(G) ∼ = Rep(Ĝ)) see [Ost03a, Theorem 2].
Subfactors
In this subsection we recall the relationship between subfactors and algebra objects. For more details see [Lon94, LR97, Müg03, Ost03a] .
A subfactor is a unital inclusion N ⊂ M of von Neumann algebras with trivial centers. The index measures the dimension of M as an N -module. We will only consider subfactors of a Type II 1 factor with finite index. We call N ⊂ M irreducible if M is irreducible as an M -N bimodule. Given a subfactor N ⊂ M its principal even part is the monoidal category of N -N bimodules which appear as summands of tensor powers of N M N , the dual even part is the monoidal category of M -M bimodules which appear as summands of tensor powers of
These two categories have the structure of C * -tensor categories; the subfactor is said to have finite depth if they are fusion categories, i.e. if there are only finitely many simple objects up to isomorphism. A C * -fusion category is also called a unitary fusion category.
Furthermore, given a subfactor N ⊂ M with even parts C and D we have a Morita equivalence between C and D given by the category of N −M bimodules generated by N M M .
Let κ denote the M − N bimodule M M N . We will often use sector notation: objects are labeled by Greek letters, square brackets denote isomorphism classes, and tensor symbols are omitted, so that e.g.κκ means
Then κκ is an algebra object in C , and the index of the subfactor is the dimension of the algebra object. Conversely, any rigid C * tensor category with countably many simple objects and simple identity object arises as a category of finite index N -N bimodules over a factor [LR97, Yam03] . Moreover, any algebra object whose multiplication is a scalar multiple of a coisometry can be realized asκκ for some subfactor N ⊆ M ; such algebra objects are called Q-systems [Lon94, LR97] .
In general, it is not clear whether every simple algebra object in a C * fusion category gives a Q-system (as multiplication may not be a multiple of a coisometry). However, for the Haagerup fusion categories that we consider every simple algebra object does indeed give a Q-system; thus we often elide the distinction in the statements of the major theorems. Nonetheless we do need to explicitly check that certain algebra objects give Q-systems. For these results the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 2.18 Suppose that C is a C * fusion category and that A is a Qsystem in C . Let M be the left C -module category of right A modules, and let X be a simple object in C . Then End(X) is a Q-system in C .
Proof Since A is a Q-system, there's a 2-C * -category (in the sense of [LR97,  §7]) whose objects are 1 and A, whose 1-morphisms are the bimodule objects over those algebras, and whose 2-morphisms are maps of bimodules. In this context End(X) becomes XX where we think of X as a 1-morphism between 1 and A. Hence, by [LR97, §7] , End(X) is a Q-system.
The right way to think of the above result is that it says that there's a good notion of C * module categories over C * fusion category C , and that the Qsystem condition just says that the corresponding module category is a C * module category. Thus we need only check the Q-system condition once per module category.
Remark 2.19 Note that in the literature the generalization of Q-systems to the nonalgebraic context is typically that of a Frobenius Algebra [Müg03, Yam04] . However, in context of simple algebras, the Frobenius trace just comes from the (unique up to rescaling) splitting of the unit morphism.
We recall the definition of the principal graphs of a subfactor. For any two objects ρ and σ in a fusion category or C * tensor category C , let (ρ, σ) = dim(Hom(ρ, σ)).
Let N ⊂ M be a finite index subfactor, with principal and dual even parts N and M . Let κ = M M N , and let K be the category of M − N bimodules generated by κN . The principal graph of the subfactor is the bipartite graph with even vertices indexed by the simple objects of N , odd vertices indexed by the simple objects of K , and for any pair of simple objects ξ ∈ N , η ∈ K , (κξ, η) edges connecting the corresponding vertices. It can be made into a pointed graph by distinguishing the even vertex corresponding to the identity object in N , which is denoted by * . The dual graph is defined the same way but with M replacing N andK = M κ.
If the subfactor has finite depth, then the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the objects are given by the Frobenius-Perron weights of the graphs, normalized to be 1 at * , and the index of the subfactor is the squared norm of the graph.
Moreover, if κ is any object in a semisimple module category over a fusion category, we can define the principal graph the same way.
The Haagerup subfactor
The Haagerup subfactor [AH99] is a finite-depth subfactor with index
; this is the smallest index above 4 for any finite depth subfactor [Haa94] . The Haagerup subfactor is unique, up to duality. It has the following principal and dual graphs:
We will call the fusion category with four simple objects H 1 and the one with six simple objects H 2 . The Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the simple objects
The fusion ring for H 2 will be called H 6 ; it satisfies the relations
The fusion ring for H 1 will be called H 4 ; it is commutative and the fusion rules are determined by the ring homomorphism property of dimension, self-duality of all simple objects, and Frobenius reciprocity.
The fusion category H 2 has two non-trivial invertible objects: α and α 2 . The inner automorphism given by conjugation by α cyclically permutes ξ , αξ , and The full subcategory generated by α has three invertible objects and is thus monoidally equivalent to Vec(Z/3Z, ω) for some associator ω ∈ H 3 (Z/3, C * ).
In fact, as was pointed out to us by David Jordan, this cocycle must be trivial.
Lemma 2.21 The full subcategory generated by α is equivalent as a fusion category to the category of Z/3Z-graded vector spaces.
Proof Notice that since αλ = λ, the category of vector spaces (thought of as sums of λ) is a module category over D . Hence D has trivial associator.
Algebra objects, principal graphs and subfactors in the Haagerup categories
The goal of this section is to classify all simple algebra objects in each of the H i , and to classify all indecomposable module categories over each of the H i . The outline of the argument is as follows. We use combinatorics to describe the possible objects which could have a simple algebra structure. However, this list is somewhat large, and since some of the objects are relatively complex it is difficult to determine how many algebra structures each such object admits. Fortunately, in order to classify all module categories it is enough to only consider the algebra objects whose dimensions are minimal among all algebras which yield the same module category. Furthermore we need only consider these algebra objects up to inner automorphisms of the category.
There are many fewer candidates for these minimal algebra objects and we are able to easily determine when the algebra structure exists and that it is unique when it does exist. Thus we obtain a complete list of all indecomposable module categories, and using the internal Hom construction we are able to read off the full list of (not necessarily minimal) simple algebra objects. We do this first for H 2 , and then use this classification to read off the same classification for the other
In essence what we are doing is moving back-and-forth between algebra objects and module categories in order to exploit the more accessible combinatorial structure of algebra objects and the more rich algebraic structure of module categories. This interplay allows us to avoid computations which would otherwise be extremely difficult. To illustrate the general technique we prove the following result which was proved with considerable effort in the appendix of [GI08] .
Lemma 3.1 There exists a unique simple algebra structure on 1 + ν in H 1 . This algebra is also a Q-system.
Proof Since 1 + ν ∼ = µμ, it has at least one algebra structure given by contraction. Furthermore, since the algebra 1 is a Q-system and µ is an object in the category of 1-1 bimodules, by Lemma 2.18 this algebra is a Q-system. Now suppose that we have any algebra structure on 1 + ν . A simple combinatorial calculation (see Example 3.7) shows that the principal graph of the corresponding subfactor must be
The vertex all the way on the right is an odd vertex of dimension 1 which we call θ . Note that as an odd vertex, θ is a simple object in the category of (1 + ν)-modules. A dimension count shows that Hom(θ, θ) ∼ = 1, and so the category of (1 + ν)-modules is equivalent to the category of 1-modules which is just H 1 itself with the usual module action. Hence, the algebra structure on 1 + ν can be realized as the internal endomorphisms of some object in H 1 . A dimension count shows that this object must be µ, hence we have that 1 + ν ∼ = Hom(µ, µ) ∼ = µμ as algebra objects.
We now turn to the general question of classifying all simple algebra objects in and all simple module categories over H 1 and H 2 .
Let C be a fusion category, and let K C be a module category over C . Let ξ 0 = 1, ξ 1 , ...ξ n be an enumeration of the simple objects in C , and let κ 0 , κ 1 , ...κ m be an enumeration of the simple objects in K . Let κ be an object in K .
Definition 3.2 The fusion matrix of κ is the matrix (F κ ij ) 0≤i≤n,0≤j≤m given by F κ ij = (κξ i , η j ).
Note that the fusion matrix is only defined up to a choice of ordering of the simple objects.
Example 3.3 Let N ⊂ M an irreducible, finite-index, finite depth subfactor, and let κ = M M N . Then the fusion matrix A = F κ is an adjacency matrix of the principal graph, with the first row corresponding to * . In this case we take the convention κ 0 = κ, so that the first column of the matrix gives the edges emanating from κ.
We would like to figure out which objects in a fusion category can admit a simple algebra structure. By an abuse of notation, we will often omit reference to the algebra structure and refer to an object γ , or even its isomorphism class [γ], as an algebra.
a i ξ i be a simple algebra object in a fusion category C . Let κ be a simple right γ -module such that γ ∼ = Hom(κ, κ). Then F γ = AA T , where A = F κ is the adjacency matrix of the principal graph of κ (with the same ordering of the simple objects of C ).
Proof Fix κ such that γ ∼ =κκ. Then we have
We will call the graph given by A a principal graph of the algebra object. Note that it is not uniquely determined by the object γ , although it is uniquely determined by the algebra structure. Nevertheless in many cases there is at most one possible choice for the graph given an object γ . If γ = 1 + n i=1 a i ξ i is a simple algebra object, then as we have seen the first column of A is given by the cofficients 1, (a i ) of γ , and the rest of the first row is 0. It is therefore sometimes convenient to lop off the first row and column when doing computations. 
Proof By definition, we have F
This allows us to quickly find possible algebra objects in a fusion category by checking which objects have reduced fusion matrices that decompose as AA T for some matrix A all of whose entries are nonnegative integers. Then the reduced principal graph is given by such an A, and the full principal graph is obtained by adding the vertices corresponding to 1 and κ.
We now apply this analysis to the Haagerup fusion categories.
Example 3.7 We explain the method for a few objects in H 1 . We always use the following ordering of simple objects: 1, ν, η, µ. In order to turn the classification of simple algebra objects in a fusion category into a finite problem we need a bound on the size of possible simple algebra objects.
Lemma 3.8 If γ is a simple algebra object and ξ is any simple object, then
Proof This result is well-known in the subfactor context, but we quickly prove it in order to see that it works in the fusion category context. Recall that γ = ηη for some simple object η in a module category (namely η is just γ as a γ -module). By Frobenius reciprocity (γ, ξ) = (η, ξη). Since η is simple, (η, ξη) just measures the number of copies in ξη . Since Frobenius-Perron dimensions are always positive, (η, ξη) is at most dim ξη/ dim η = dim ξ .
Lemma 3.9 Let γ be a nontrivial simple algebra object in a fusion category with fusion ring isomorphic to H 4 . Then any principal graph of γ is one of the following seven graphs, with the indicated indices and indicated even objects:
(1) Furthermore, of the above algebra objects the only minimal ones are (1) and (3).
Lemma 3.10 Let γ be a nontrivial simple algebra object in a fusion category with fusion ring isomorphic to H 6 . Then up to inner automorphism of the category any principal graph of γ is one of the following seven graphs, with the indicated indices and even objects: Furthermore, of the above algebra objects the only minimal ones are (1'), (3'), and (7'). , which are eliminated due to having odd vertices violating the Jones index restriction; and the graph mentioned in Example 3.7, (c), which was eliminated there.
Corollary 3.11 If M is a left module category over H 2 then M is the category of right A modules for some algebra structure on one of the objects 1, 1 + ξ , 1 + α + α 2 , or 1 + ξ + αξ .
Proof From the above lemma any minimal algebra object is of one of these forms.
Lemma 3.12 There exists a unique algebra object structure on the object 1 in H 2 . This algebra object is a Q-system.
Proof The proof is immediate.
Lemma 3.13 There exists a unique algebra object structure on the object 1 + ξ in H 2 . This algebra object is a Q-system.
Proof Existence of a Q-system follows from the existence of the Haagerup subfactor. Uniqueness of the algebra follows from 3-supertransitivity. Namely, since ξξ only contains one copy of 1 and only one copy of ξ , the multiplication and unit morphisms must lie inside Temperley-Lieb. The uniqueness of the algebra structure inside Temperley-Lieb is a straightforward well-known calculation.
Lemma 3.14 There exists a unique algebra object structure on the object 1 + α + α 2 in H 2 . This algebra object is a Q-system.
Proof H 2 has a fusion full subcategory D consisting of sums of 1, α, and α 2 . By Lemma 2.21 this category is equivalent to Z/3Z-graded vector spaces. Now existence and uniqueness follow from the same fact about the category of Z/3Z-graded vector spaces (which is essentially just the existence and uniqueness of the D 4 subfactor).
Lemma 3.15 There is no algebra object structure on 1 + ξ + αξ .
Proof Suppose 1 + ξ + αξ had an algebra object structure. Let κ be 1 + ξ + αξ as a left module over itself (so that 1 + ξ + αξ ∼ = κκ). Let ι be 1 + α 2 ξ as a right module over itself (so that 1 + α 2 ξ ∼ =ῑι). Then ικ is a (1 + ξ + αξ) − (1 + α 2 ξ) bimodule. Moreover, by Frobenius reciprocity, (ικ, ικ) = (ῑι, κκ), so ικ is irreducible. Then ικκῑ must be a simple algebra object in the category of (1 + α 2 ξ) − (1 + α 2 ξ)-bimodules, which is H 1 . The algebra ικκῑ has dimension
. But there is no admissible principal graph in H 1 with that index.
Corollary 3.16 There are exactly three simple module categories over H 2 , namely the category of 1-modules, the category of (1 + ξ)-modules and the category of (1 + α + α 2 )-modules for each of the above algebra structures. These module categories have the following graphs for fusion with any of the objects of dimension
Proof We have classified all minimal algebra objects up to inner automorphism of the fusion category; thus we have classified all simple module categories. The fusion graphs can be read off directly from the principal graphs.
From the above it is also easy to read off the complete list of simple algebra objects in H 2 , and thus all of the subfactors whose principal even part is H 2 . Furthermore, their principal graphs can be easily identified on the list in Lemma 3.10. However, it is a bit more work to identify the dual even parts and the dual principal graphs.
Lemma 3.17 The category of 1-1 bimodules in H 2 is H 2 .
Proof Obvious.
Lemma 3.18 The category of (1 + ξ)-(1 + ξ) bimodules in H 2 is H 1 .
Proof This follows from the definitions of H 2 and H 1 as the even parts of the Haagerup subfactor. Note that we do not yet know that H 3 is distinct from H 1 and H 2 .
Definition 3.20 If C and D are fusion categories, a subfactor N ⊂ M will be called a C − D subfactor if its principal even part is C and its dual even part is D . Wild cards will be used when one of the categories is unknown or unspecified.
Lemma 3.21 The object 1 + µ + ν in H 1 has a Q-system structure. The corresponding subfactor is an H 1 -H 3 subfactor and its principal graphs are (3) and (3').
Proof Let N ⊂ M be an H 1 − H 2 subfactor with principal graphs (2) and (2'). From the graph (2') we see that there is an intermediate subfactor N ⊂ P ⊂ M with [M : P ] = 3. Note that, by definition of H 3 , we have that P ⊂ M induces a Morita equivalence between H 3 and H 2 . Thus, N ⊂ P is an H 1 − H 3 subfactor which must have principal graph (3), since that is the only H 4 compatible graph with the right index.
To compute the dual graph, let ι = N P P and κ = P M M . Note that P ⊂ M is an * − H 2 subfactor, so it must have dual graph (7'), which implies that is also has principal graph (7'). Let β be a dimension one P − P bimodule such that
Then by Frobenius reciprocity, (ῑι, κκ) = (ικ, ικ) = 1. In a similar way we find ([(ῑι) 2 ], [β] + [β 2 ]) = 2. This implies that there are two other vertices in the dual graph (labeled by β and β 2 sharing an order three symmetry with * (the vertex labeled by 1), such that there are no length two paths but there are two length four paths from * to these vertices. Moreover, by Frobenius reciprocity, the vertex corresponding to the fundamental object in the dual graph is trivalent, and therefore so are the (unique) vertices adjacent to the other two dimension one vertices. (See Figure 1. ) Taken together, this implies that the graph contains a triangle of odd vertices, with one even vertex in the middle of each side (which we label by σ, βσ, β 2 σ ) and one even vertex (labeled by 1, β, β 2 ) attached by an edge to each corner of the triangle (labeled byῑ, βῑ, β 2ῑ ). There is one additional odd vertex (which we label by ζ ), which must be connected to the vertices labeled by σ, βσ, β 2 σ . By symmetry, it must be connected to all three of them by at least one edge. Adding these three edges to the graph gives the correct index, so the graph can't be any larger.
Corollary 3.22 H 3 is not equivalent to H 1 or H 2 .
Proof Clearly, H 3 is not equivalent to H 1 (they are already different at the level of fusion rings). Suppose H 3 were equivalent to H 2 . Then from the dual graph (3'), we see that 1 + ξ + αξ would have to have an algebra structure. But by Lemma 3.15, that is not the case.
Lemma 3.23 Let N ⊂ M be a subfactor with principal graphs (3) and (3'). Then its dual even part has fusion ring isomorphic to H 6 .
Proof From the graph (3'), we see that the M − M fusion ring contains three dimension one objects (as before we will label them by 1, β, β 2 ), which generate a subring isomorphic to Z/3Z. Then there are there are three objects of dimension Corollary 3.24 There exists a unitary fusion category with fusion ring H 6 which is Morita equivalent to H 2 but not isomorphic to it.
Theorem 3.25 There are exactly three simple module categories over each of H 1 and H 3 . In each case the three dual fusion categories are the three H i . The simple module categories over H 1 have the following graphs for fusion with the object of dimension
The fusion graphs for the module categories over H 3 (with respect to any of the 3+ √ 13 2 dimensional objects) are:
3
Proof Let M be the number of Morita equivalences between H i and H j (this is clearly independent of i and j ), let O i be the number of outer automorphisms of H i , and let B ij be the number of simple module categories over H i whose dual is isomorphic to H j . We know that M = O j B ij and that B 2j = 1 for any i and j . Hence, we have that M = O j B 2j = O j for all j . Thus we conclude that B ij = M/O j = 1. Hence there are exactly three simple module categories over each H i .
The H 1 module category whose dual is H 1 is trivial, and so its fusion graph can be read off from the fusion rules for H 1 . The H 1 module category whose dual is H 2 comes from the Haagerup subfactor, and its fusion graph can be read off from fusion rules for the Haagerup subfactor. Finally, the H 1 module category whose dual is H 3 can be read off from the dual principal graph (3').
The calculations for H 3 are similar.
Corollary 3.26 Any fusion category Morita equivalent to the principal even parts of the Haagerup subfactor must be isomorphic to H 1 , H 2 or H 3 .
Theorem 3.27 The complete list of irreducible subfactors whose even parts are Morita equivalent to H i is as follows; each exists and is unique up to isomorphism of the planar algebra. Note that the H i − H i subfactors are self-dual while the H i − H j subfactors for i = j come in non-self-dual pairs; we only list each pair once.
(a) H 1 − H 2 : One with principal graphs (1)-(1') and one with principal graphs (2)-(2').
(b) H 1 − H 3 : One subfactor with principal graphs (3)-(3') and one with principal graphs (5)-(5').
(c) H 2 − H 3 : One subfactor with principal graphs (6')-(6').
(d) H 1 − H 1 : One subfactor each with principal graphs (4)-(4), (6)-(6), and (7)-(7).
(e) H 2 − H 2 : One subfactor with principal graph (4')-(4').
(f) H 3 − H 3 : One subfactor with principal graph (4')-(4'). Proof For each choice of H i − H j , we have a unique bimodule category up to isomorphism, so all the irreducible subfactors come from taking internal endomorphisms of simple objects in that bimodule category. The odd bimodules in the previously constructed H 1 − H 2 and H 1 − H 3 subfactors give us the list of simple objects in those two categories; note that in each case the three odd bimodules of the same dimension give the same subfactor, since they are just twists by the Z/3 action. Similarly, looking at the even bimodules in those subfactors give the H i −H i type subfactors. That leaves H 2 −H 3 ; an H 2 −H 3 subfactor with index
can be constructed as in the proof of Lemma 3.15. It must have principal graphs (6) and (6'), from which the list of simple objects and subfactors may be obtained.
The intermediate subfactor lattices
Another important analogue of "subgroups" which appears in subfactor theory is the lattice of intermediate subfactors. For the M G ⊂ M the lattice of intermediate subfactors is the subgroup lattice for G. From the point of view of fusion categories, a subfactor is an algebra object A in a fusion category C , and the intermediate subfactors are just subalgebras of A. This lattice has been studied much more on the subfactor side (e.g. [Wat96, BJ97, GJ07, GI08, Xu10, Xu09, Asc08]), while it has not been a major topic in the study of fusion categories. Nonetheless we believe that this topic should be equally interesting in both fields. We will use subfactor language in this section so as to be able to use results from [GI08] without modification; however none of the results in this section rely seriously on subfactor techniques and could easily be translated into fusion category language.
Recall that the Galois group (written Gal(M/N )) of a subfactor N ⊂ M is the group of automorphisms of M which fix N pointwise. (In terms of algebra objects, this is just the group of algebra automorphisms of A which restrict to the identity morphism on the unit subobject.) For an irreducible subfactor, the Galois group is given by the group of invertible objects which are located at a distance of at most 2 from the identity object ("*") on the dual principal graph. The invertible objects at depth 2 are recognizable on the graph as the 1-valent vertices at depth 2. The Galois group acts on the lattice of intermediate subfactors {P |N ⊆ P ⊆ M }. Since the lattice of intermediate subfactors can be naturally identified with the dual lattice of the intermediate subfactor lattice of the dual subfactor via the basic construction, the Galois group of the dual subfactor also acts on the intermediate subfactor lattice of N ⊂ M . In general these two groups and actions are different. (From the fusion category perspective, the "basic construction" replaces A ∈ C with the algebra object A ⊗ A in the fusion category of A-A bimodule objects in C .)
We will use the labeling convention ι = P P N and κ = M M P when discussing an intermediate subfactor N ⊂ P ⊂ M . We will only consider irreducible subfactors. When dealing with multiple intermediate subfactors, we will label the objects ι P , κ P , etc. If α is an element of the Galois group of N ⊂ M , we will freely identify it with the corresponding
Lemma 4.1 Let N ⊂ P ⊂ M be an intermediate subfactor and let α be a nontrivial element of the Galois group. Then α(P ) ∼ = P as N − N bimodules. If N ⊂ P and P ⊂ M have trivial Galois groups, then α(P ) = P .
Proof The first statement is obvious. For the second, suppose that N ⊂ P and P ⊂ M have trivial Galois groups and α(P ) = P . By triviality of Gal(P/N ), we have α restricted to P is the identity. Thus α is an element of Gal(M/P ) and hence is trivial. Lemma 4.2 The H 2 − H 3 subfactor N ⊂ M with graphs (6')-(6') has exactly nine index 4 + √ 13 intermediate subfactors.
Proof Let ξ be a noninvertible object in H 3 and let α be a nontrivial invertible object in H 3 , such that α is an element of the Galois group of N ⊂ M . Similarly, let ρ be a noninvertible object in H 2 and let β be a nontrivial invertible object in H 3 , such that β is an element of the dual Galois group (i.e. the Galois group of the downward basic construction N −1 ⊂ N ⊂ M ). (7),(1')-(7'). This immediately implies the last statement.
For the first statement, we see from the graph of (5') that there is a unique index 3 intermediate subfactor. 
Outer automorphisms and the Brauer-Picard Groupoid
The goal of this section is to prove that the outer automorphism group of each of the H i is trivial. This completes the calculation of the Brauer-Picard groupoid. The argument we give uses Emily Peters's description of the Haagerup subfactor planar algebra [Pet09] .
Proof For each i there is only one H i module category whose dual is H i (see Lemmas 3.17, 3.18, Definition 3.19, and Theorem 3.25). Thus, the group of Morita autoequivalences of H i is isomorphic to the group of outer automorphisms of H i . But since all three fusion categories are Morita equivalent, their groups of Morita autoequivalences are all isomorphic to each other. 
Thus, it is enough to show that the outer automorphism group of H 1 is trivial. We concentrate on H 1 because it is one of the even parts of the Haagerup subfactor (and thus can be described via Peters's construction) and because it has no inner automorphisms. Essentially the same argument applies directly to H 2 with a little extra care.
In general an automorphism of a fusion category does not give an automorphism of the corresponding planar algebra. This is because the chosen algebra object is built into the planar algebra formalism. Only automorphisms which act trivially on the algebra object correspond to automorphisms of the planar algebra. That is, we must have that F (A) ∼ = A and furthermore that the multiplication map is also acted on trivially. Explicitly this means that the composition
should agree with multiplication, where the first map is part of the data of a tensor functor and the second map is the functor applied to the multiplication morphism.
Lemma 5.2 Any automorphism of H 1 is naturally isomorphic to an automorphism which acts trivially on the algebra object 1 + η .
Proof First note that no other simple object in H 1 has the same dimension as 1 or η , hence the automrophism must send 1 + η to itself. Now the 3-supertransitivity of the Haagerup subfactor guarantees that up to algebra isomorphism, there is only one algebra structure on 1+η . Since 1+η is multiplicity free, we can extend this algebra isomorphism to a natural transformation which sends our original automorphism into an automorphism which acts trivially on 1 + η .
Lemma 5.3 The Haagerup planar algebra (constructed in [Pet09] ) has no nontrivial automorphisms.
Proof The subspace spanned by the generator T is characterized by being the low weight space for the action of annular Temperley-Lieb on the 4-box space. Thus any automorphism of the planar algebra must send T to a multiple of itself. Since T 2 = 1 2 f (4) we see that T needs to be sent to ±T . However, the third twisted moments of T and −T are not equal to each other [Pet09, Lemma 4.1], hence the automorphism must send T to T . Since T generates the planar algebra we see that the automorphism is automatically trivial. Proof By the above lemmas, any automorphism of H 1 is naturally isomorphic to one which acts trivially on the algebra object 1 + η and thus corresponds to an automorphism of the Haagerup planar algebra, which must therefore be trivial.
Remark 5.6 We have also checked that Out(H 2 ) is trivial in a completely independent way using 6j-symbols instead of planar algebras. In this other approach H 2 is more convenient because its tensor product rules are multiplicity free, thereby simplifying the theory of 6j-symbols. First, after possibly applying an inner automorphism, we may assume that the automorphism fixes the object ξ . Furthermore, by looking at the connection (or equivalently the 6j-symbols) any linear automorphism which fixes ξ actually fixes all the objects. Any such automorphism is a gauge automorphism in the sense of [Lip10] . All gauge automorphisms can be found following [Lip10] using nothing more than highschool algebra. However, our argument, elementary as it was, was also extremely tedious. Since we were unable to find a good way to shorten or clarify this argument we have chosen not to inflict it on the reader.
The Izumi subfactors
In [Izu01, Section 7] Izumi listed a system of equations associated to a finite Abelian group G of odd order such that any solution gives a unitary fusion category with sectors
, where n = |G|, so the corresponding subfactor has index 1 + d. Note the relation d 2 = 1 + nd. For Z/3Z one recovers the Haagerup subfactor, and he showed that there is unique solution up to equivalence for Z/5Z. The goal of this section is to discuss how our results generalize to other Izumi subfactors.
Izumi's equations were solved for Z/nZ for n = 7, 9 (in the latter case there are two non-equivalent solutions) by Evans and Gannon [EG10, Theorem 5], who also found numerical evidence for solutions for the cases n = 11, 13, 15, 17, 19. They also computed the fusion rings of the dual fusion categories of the subfactors subject to conditions on the modular data [EG10, Theorem 7]; these conditions are satisfied for at least one solution for each n for which solutions are known.
The dual fusion ring is then commutative and is described as follows: there is the identity 1; there is a simple object η with d(η) = d; there are From now on we will fix n and let I 1 and I 2 denote, respectively, the commutative and noncommutative fusion categories of an Izumi subfactor associated to Z/nZ and satisfying the Evans-Gannon conditions. Let I 1 be the fusion ring of I 1 and let I 2 be the fusion ring of I 2 . Let α = α g be an object corresponding to a generator of the group, so that the invertible objects are given by 1, α i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
If γ is a simple algebra object in a fusion category, then we have (γ, ρ) ≤ d(ρ) for every simple object ρ in C .
Definition 6.1 A simple algebra object γ in a fusion category C will be called saturated if (γ, ρ) = ⌊d(ρ)⌋ for every simple object ρ in C .
If
[γ] is a saturated simple algebra object in C , then the vertex in the principal graph corresponding to the fundamental object is connected to the vertex corresponding to ρ by ⌊d(ρ)⌋ edges, for every simple object ρ in C . Let G C be the graph obtained by adding one more odd vertex, along with one edge from the new vertex to each non-invertible simple object in C . (For examples, see Example 3.7, (c), and Haagerup graph (6')).
Lemma 6.2 Let C be a fusion category with fusion ring I 1 or I 2 . Then the only possible principal graph of a saturated simple algebra is G C . In either case, the Frobenius-Perron weight of the second odd vertex is √ n and the dimension of the algebra object is n + n 2 d.
Proof For I 2 , one can check using the Evans-Gannon fusion rules that all entries of the reduced fusion matrix of the object n i=0 ⌊d(ρ)⌋ρ i are 1; the FrobeniusPerron weights are easy to compute. For I 1 , the proof is the same except that only the entries corresponding to two non-invertible objects are 1.
Corollary 6.3 Let C be a fusion category with fusion ring I 2 . Then C does not have a saturated algebra object.
Proof As in Example 3.7, (c), let κ ′ be the object corresponding to the second odd vertex. Then Theorem 6.4 There exists a unitary fusion category I 3 which is Morita equivalent to I 1 or I 2 but not isomorphic to either of them.
Proof Let λ denote the simple object corresponding to the middle vertex of the dual graph of the Izumi subfactor. Let γ = λλ be the correponding algebra object, which is also a Q-system. Then γ is the M − M Q-system for an Then I 3 contains a nontrivial invertible object, so I 3 ≇ I 1 . Suppose I 3 ∼ = I 2 . Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.15, there would have to exist an I 1 − * subfactor R ⊂ S of index (1 + d)(1 + (n − 1)d) = n(1 + nd). But this would imply the existence of a saturated algebra object in I 1 , which is impossible by Lemma 6.3.
As we have seen, in the case n = 3, I 3 has fusion ring I 2 and there is a unique simple bimodule category between each pair I i , I j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 up to isomorphism. It is natural to wonder whether this holds true for other values of n. The first question that needs to be resolved is finding the principal graphs of the I 1 −I 3 subfactor constructed in Theorem 6.4. There are natural candidates for these graphs based on the n = 3 and n = 5 (below) cases, but we cannot verify the following conjecture for arbitrary n at this time.
Conjecture 6.5 Let N ⊂ M be the I 1 −I 3 subfactor constructed above, and let γ be the corresponding algebra object in I 1 . Then γ ∼ = 1 + n−1 2 j=1 (ν j + µ j ).
6.6 The Izumi subfactor for Z/5Z
(1 , 5
Lemma 6.7 Let [γ] be a nontrivial simple algebra object in a fusion category with fusion ring isomorphic to I 2 . Then the principal graph of [γ] is one of the seven graphs (1')-(7') listed above.
Proof Besides (1')-(7'), there are six other irreducible graphs that are compatible with the I 2 fusion rules. These are: the graphs obtained from (2') and (5') by in each case replacing four of the five symmetric odd vertices by a single odd vertex with two edges to each of the five even vertices; and two pairs of graphs each at the indices 85 + 15 √ 29 2
and 30 + 5 √ 29. In each case, the square of the Frobenius-Perron dimension of one of the other odd vertices gives an index which does not admit a graph consistent with I 2 .
The proofs of the following results are now essentially the same as in the n = 3 case.
Lemma 6.8 There exist unique algebra structures in I 2 on 1, 1 + ξ , 1 + α + α 2 + α 3 + α 4 ; there does not exist an algebra structure on 1 + α k ξ + α k+1 ξ + α k+2 ξ + α k+3 ξ for any k .
Lemma 6.9 The I 1 − I 3 subfactor constructed in 6.4 has principal and dual graphs (3) and (3').
Lemma 6.10 The fusion category I 3 has fusion ring I 2 .
Theorem 6.11 Each I i , i = 1, 2, 3 has exactly three module categories, whose dual categories in each case are again the three I i . The complete list of subfactors whose fusion categories are Morita equivalent to I i is as follows; each exists and is unique up to isomorphism of the planar algebra. The I i − I i subfactors are self-dual while the I i − I j subfactors for i = j come in non-self-dual pairs; we only list each pair once. (c) I 2 − I 3 : One subfactor with principal graphs (6')-(6').
(d) I 1 − I 1 : One subfactor each with principal graphs (4)-(4), (6)-(6), and (7)-(7).
(e) I 2 − I 2 : One subfactor with principal graph (4')-(4').
(f) I 3 − I 3 : One subfactor with principal graph (4')-(4').
